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Abstract
The ecient support of data trac over ATM networks requires congestion control, whose objectives include maximizing throughput, minimizing switch bu er
requirement, and attaining a fair bandwidth allocation.
With available bit rate (ABR) service in ATM, congestion control is achieved by requiring data sources to
adjust their rates based on the feedback from the network. The diculties in providing e ective ABR service are caused by the burstiness of data trac, the
dynamic nature of the available bandwidth, as well as
the feedback delay. Using a new design methodology
described in our previous paper, we present here a congestion control algorithm that is provably stable and
is optimal in the sense that it has the shortest possible transient response time. Moreover, our algorithm
achieves fair bandwidth allocation among contending
connections and maximizes network throughput. It also
delivers good performance for switches that use a FIFO
queuing discipline. Essentially, the algorithm implicitly
measures the round-trip delay using resource management cells, and establishes an observer (in the control
theoretic sense) to control the ow of data in the network. Rigorous analysis as well as simulation results
are presented to substantiate our claims.

1 Introduction
1.1 Objective

Most data applications usually require a service that
allows all competing active connections to dynamically
share the available bandwidth and minimizes data loss
due to bu er shortage during network congestion.To
satisfy the service requirement of data trac, the ATM
Forum has de ned the available bit rate (ABR) service.
ABR service speci es a rate-based feedback mechanism for congestion control. The general idea of the
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mechanism is to adjust the input rates of sources on the
basis of the current level of congestion along their VCs.
A number of di erent rate-based congestion control
schemes (e.g. [3, 4, 8, 9]) have been proposed in the literature. Depending on the speci c switch mechanisms
employed, di erent congestion control algorithms yield
di erent transient performance.
While many proposed algorithms for ABR service
have been shown to perform well empirically, their designs are mostly based on intuitive ideas and their performance characteristics have not been analyzed theoretically. Using a control-theoretic framework, we propose in our earlier work [6] a new design methodology
for ABR congestion control algorithms based on the
principle of separating the controller into two key components: rate reference control (RRC) and queue reference control (QRC). The RRC component computes its
rate command by using measurements of the available
bandwidth in each link, with the objective of adapting the input source rate to match the output available
rate. On the other hand, the QRC component computes its rate command by measuring the queue level
at each switch, with the goal of maintaining the queue
level at a certain threshold. The desirable source rate
is then equal to the sum of the QRC and RRC rate
commands. The advantage of this separation principle
is that it decouples the complex dynamics of the closedloop control system into two simpler control problems
which are analytically more tractable and can be solved
independently.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm that further decouples the QRC and RRC dynamics. While the
algorithms in [6] have separate (QRC and RRC) components at the controller, the feedback does not maintain the separation between the rate commands determined by the two components. Conceptually, our new
algorithm incorporates the feedback rate commands
into two separate channels. To distinguish this new
algorithm from its predecessors, we shall refer to it
as bi-channel rate control (BRC). The separate channels allow for several improvements. First, BRC does
not need an explicit estimate of the round-trip delay
in its controller. Second, unlike its predecessors, the
new controller is stable even under time-varying de-

lays. Third, it stabilizes a queue in the shortest time
possible given no knowledge of the round-trip delay.
The robustness of BRC against uctuations in the
network delays also allows for improvements in the
queuing discipline of the switch. One such improvement is a mechanism in which all VCs can share a single
FIFO queue instead of using per-VC queuing. While
the real data is stored in a FIFO queue, the controller
uses a virtual queue [2, 11, 12] to compute the rate and
queue size estimates used in the RRC and QRC.

1.2 Related works

In [1], classical control theory is used to model the
closed loop dynamics of a congestion control algorithm.
Using the analytical model, it addresses the problems
of stability and fairness. However, as pointed out in
[5], the algorithm is fairly complex and analytically intractable.
In [5], the congestion control problem is modeled by
using a rst-order system cascaded with a delay. The
control algorithm is based on the idea of the Smith predictor [10], which is used as a tool to overcome the possible instabilities caused by the delays in the network.
The Smith predictor heavily relies on knowledge of the
network round-trip delay. The objective of the algorithm in [5] is to minimize cell loss due to bu er overow. However, the algorithm only uses the queue level
in determining the rate command, and without knowledge of the service rate, always results in a steady-state
error with respect to the desired queue level. When the
service rate changes is suciently high, the algorithm
may lead to under-utilization of the link capacity. The
major limitation of the algorithm is that it assumes
that the network delay is known and remains constant.
If the actual delay di ers from the assumed constant
delay, the controller response will exhibit oscillations
and in some cases instability.
Our previous work [6] extends the work in [5] by
incorporating an RRC algorithm, which constantly
adapts the source rate of a VC to the bandwidth available to it. In parallel with the RRC component, our
controller incorporates a QRC component, which is
similar to the algorithm in [5]. We show that the QRC
corrects any errors computed by the RRC component
using measurements of the queue length, and thus can
be viewed as an error observer in the control theoretic
sense. The new theoretical insights enable us to design congestion control algorithms with various forms
of controller structures that can achieve fair bandwidth
allocation and high throughput with small bu er requirement, even in the presence of large delay. However, the limitation of our work in [6], as in [5], is that
it still assumes a xed known network delay. When the

actual delay di ers from the assumed delay, the primal
controller structure presented in [6] will exhibit similar
types of instability as in [5], whereas the dual controller
structure in [6] will exhibit steady-state errors (but not
instability) with respect to the desired queue level.
In this paper, we present a new algorithm that does
not assume any knowledge of the network delay. Although it still uses the same control principle in the
RRC and QRC controllers as in our previous work [6],
the algorithm avoids the explicit use of the network
delay in computing the desired rate command for each
VC. Though the new results described in this paper
draw upon the theory developed in our earlier work [6],
our presentation is self-contained. However, the reader
is assumed to have basic knowledge of classical control
theory in order to understand our results.
Because of space limitation, we will omit detailed
proofs and explanations, which can be found in the
full version of this paper [7].

2 Transient response and performance

In this section, we explore some of the fundamental
limits on the transient response of ow control algorithms. We will show some of the restrictions that the
network itself imposes on the controller.
We can think of a communication network as a system which contains states, inputs, and disturbances.
The states of this system are the various queue lengths,
the number of cells in the channels, and the contents of
the resource management (RM) cells traveling in the
links. The inputs are the rates at which the sources
are sending data. The disturbances are the switch service rates and the number of virtual channels passing
through each switch. The purpose of a ow control algorithm is to compute the correct inputs to this system
so as to stabilize its states (make them reach steady
state) in spite of the disturbances.
If the disturbances change in an unpredictable manner, it will take some time for the ow control algorithm to stabilize the network. This settling time is the
time required for the ow control algorithm to observe
changes in the system and to control them. In other
words, it is the time to reach steady-state operation
after the last change in the disturbances. The settling
time is mainly determined by the network delays.

2.1 Single node network

When the network contains only one node, we can obtain very strong bounds on the settling time. The settling time varies depending on whether the delay of the
link between the source and the switch is known or not.
The minimum bounds on the time needed to stabilize
such systems are stated in the following theorems:

Theorem 1 For a network consisting of a single

source and a single switch connected by a link with a
known delay, the minimum time in which any ow control algorithm can stabilize the network after a change
in the switch's service rate is the round-trip delay
time (RTD) between the source and the switch.
Note that this lower bound can only be achieved by
a ow control algorithm that can accurately measure
the disturbance (switch service rate), predict its e ect
on the network, and request new rates instantly that
will reinstate the switch's queue size. This can only be
achieved if the round-trip delay is known. Otherwise,
the following theorem holds:

Theorem 2 For a network consisting of a single

source and a single switch connected by a link with
an unknown delay, the minimum time in which any
ow control algorithm can stabilize the network after
a change in the switch's service rate, given that the
queue does not saturate, is twice the round-trip delay time (2 RTD) between the source and the switch.
From a control-theoretic viewpoint, we can interpret
this lower bound as the algorithm needing at least 1
RTD to observe the network and 1 RTD to control it.

3 Algorithm
3.1 Concepts

The BRC algorithm uses two independent controllers
that work in parallel and deal with di erent aspects of
the ow control problem. The RRC algorithm matches
the source rate with the available bandwidth of the VC.
The QRC algorithm tries to stabilize the queue size of
the slowest switch.
The QRC algorithm can be seen as RRC's error observer. As an observer, the QRC needs to simulate
the behavior of the real system. For this purpose, it
uses information carried in the RM cells to simulate a
hypothetical data ow.
In the multi-node case, both the RRC and QRC control are distributed among the di erent switches that
implement the BRC algorithm. All the switches that
are part of a particular VC path can contribute to controlling the data ow of that particular VC. Not every switch in the VC path is required to follow the
BRC algorithm. The only thing that every switch is
required to do is to transmit the backward and forward RM cells it receives. The switches that implement the full BRC algorithm will be free of congestion.
Therefore, although not mandatory, every switch can
bene t from implementing the algorithm in order to
reduce its congestion. In this section we also assume

that the switches use a per-VC queuing discipline, i.e.,
a separate queue is implemented for each VC.

3.2 Feedback implementation

The rst mechanism that must be established for our
ow control algorithmis a feedback loop that carries information around the network. This is implemented by
resource management (RM) cells which are circulated
continuously between the source and the destination.
While in the backward direction (from the destination
to the source), the RM cells are routed out-band (i.e.,
using a separate channel), and we assume that their
propagation delay is constant. Moreover, in the backward direction, the time interval between consecutive
RM cells will be denoted as rm . This time interval does not have to be constant, but should be small
enough to ensure a fast response of the system.
When the RM cell reaches the source, it is forwarded
to the destination along the same VC path in a forward
direction. This time, the RM cells are routed along
with the data cells of the corresponding VC. Therefore,
the delay of these forward RM cells is the same as the
delay of regular data cells of the same VC.
In the backward direction, each RM cell contains
four elds of information in which control data can be
transferred between the various switches and the source
within the same VC path. The rst eld is used exclusively by the RRC controllers and the other three
are used exclusively by the QRC controllers. The four
elds are:
 RRC rate: RRCrm
 QRC rate: QRCrm
 Time interval: Timerm
 QRC request: Reqrm
The RRC and QRC rate elds contain the rate requests used by the independent RRC and QRC algorithms, respectively. The time interval eld contains
the time when the next RM cell is expected to arrive.
This information is used by the QRC controller to calculate its gain. The QRC request eld is used to keep
track of how many cells each QRC controller has requested.
At the destination, the RM elds are reinitialized
as follows: RRCrm is set to the maximum rate the
destination can receive; QRCrm and Reqrm are set to
zero; Timerm is set to the time interval between the
current and previous RM cell's arrival times. The rst
RM cell can have any value in the Timerm eld.
Every time that an RM cell passes through a switch,
the switch obtains the information contained in that

cell, performs some computation, and incorporates new
information in the cell.

3.3 RRC

The RRC controller is the simpler of the two controllers. For a particular VC, the RRC at each switch
is constantly probing the VC's bandwidth. More formally,we can de ne the available bandwidth or available
rate (rj ) of a V Cj (with respect to an output link of
a switch) as the input rate to the switch that would
keep the queue of V Cj at a constant level given the
present incoming rates of the other VCs. There are
various ways of calculating the available rate of a VC.
Since we assume that the switch is servicing data in
a round-robin per-VC queuing discipline, we can use
information on the round-robin scheduling operation
to perform our calculation. The following method was
proposed in our earlier work [6] for estimating the available rate:
Method Over a time interval T, the switch
counts the number of cells that are serviced for each
VC. We will denote the number of cells serviced for
channel i as xi. The switch also counts the number of
times N that it cycles around the queue round-robin
during interval T . Let  = T=N be the time it takes
to service one cell. Our estimate of the available rate
(^rj ) for channel j can be obtained progressively with
the following iteration:
X
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The variable Tjn is the nth order approximation of
the time it would take to service N cells from V Cj if its
queue were always non-empty, while xni is the number
of cells that would be serviced from V C(i6=j ) in time Tjn
if these VCs maintain their current incoming rates. If
xj = N (the queue was always non-empty), the zeroth
order iteration will give a correct result. If xj < N
(at some point the queue of V Cj was empty), Tj will
increase slightly at each iteration, re ecting the fact
that more time would be needed to perform N roundrobins if V Cj were always non-empty.

It can be shown that the above iteration always converges. The result of the iteration gives us the rate that
a particular VC would use if its queue were always
nonempty and the other VCs were to continue transmitting data at the current rate. This is equivalent to
the available bandwidth that we de ned above.
In order to get an exact measurement of the rate
using this method, we would need an in nite number
of iterations. However, in practice, only a limited number of iterations is necessary to get a good approximation. When there is a large number of VCs passing
through the switch, the zeroth order iteration (1) is
suciently accurate. Furthermore, the small error can
be corrected by the QRC algorithm. In the simulations
presented in section 6, we only use the rst order iteration (2) to calculate the available rate without noticing
any loss in performance.
By using this method (with whichever order of iteration we choose), the RRC can have an updated approximation of the available service rate of the switch
for each VC. Every time a backward RM cell passes
through the switch, the RRC will incorporate into the
cell's command eld the minimum of the locally calculated rate and the rate contained in the RM eld
RRCrm . When the backward RM cell reaches the
source, the RRC command eld will contain the minimum available rate of all the switches on the VC path.
By itself, the RRC command can ensure that the
sources are sending data at the correct average rate.
However, this scheme by itself is unstable and cannot
control the queue size. If there is an average error in the
measurement of the available rate at some switch, the
queue at that switch might empty out or over ow. In
order to stabilize the queue size, we need to incorporate
the QRC algorithm.

3.4 QRC

The QRC algorithm runs in parallel with the RRC algorithm. It uses feedback from measurements of the
queue sizes to calculate its rate command. The QRC
algorithm works independently from the RRC and corrects its errors. In this paper, we carry the separation
of the two algorithms into the feedback process. This
allows us to design a QRC algorithm which does not
assume any knowledge of the round-trip delay.
The key functionality of the QRC algorithm is to
estimate the e ective queue size of a VC. The e ective queue size of a VC at a switch is the total number
of cells in the VC's queue plus all the cells that have
been previously requested by the QRC for that VC and
are bound to arrive. The measurement of these cells
that are \on the y" requires communication between
the various switches along the VC path. The method

described below is the multi-node extension of the accounting scheme described in our earlier work [6].
3.4.1 Estimating the e ective queue size. The
QRC in each switch maintains a register (Qreg ) indicating the residual queue size for each VC. The residual
queue size consists of all the cells that are \on the y"
and have not entered the real queue yet. The sum of
the real and residual queue sizes is the e ective queue
size.
Whenever a backward RM cell passes by the switch,
the previous QRC command is multiplied by the minimum of Timerm and k0  Timeold , where Timerm is
the time interval eld contained in the current RM cell,
and Timeold is the time interval eld contained in the
previous RM cell. (The constant k0 will be explained
later.) The product is the number of cells that were
requested in the previous RM time interval (Reqold ),
which is then added to the register Qreg . In this way,
cells that have been requested in the previous feedback
interval can be added to the e ective queue size estimate.
At the same time, the QRC in each switch maintains
a register (Exreg ) for all the unsatis ed cell requests
from downstream switches (other switches in the direction of the destination). These \excess" cells are the
cells that have been requested from downstream but
cannot be sent because of a bottleneck at the node.
The requested cells at the node Reqold are subtracted
from the cells requested at the previous node Reqrm .
This di erence (which represents the number of QRC
cells that cannot be requested at this stage) is added to
Exreg . Then Reqold is written into Reqrm . The calculated QRCnew is then written into QRCrm before the
RM cell leaves the switch. We will explain later how
the algorithm computes the new QRC for the switch.
When a forward RM cell leaves a switch, Exreg is
added to Reqrm . Exreg is then reset to zero. We can
think of Reqrm as the number of cells that have been requested previously by the switch downstream. When a
forward RM cell reaches a switch, Qreg is decremented
by Reqrm . This operation maintains a count of how
many cells requested from the switch are still in the
network.
The following pseudocode summarizes the operations performed by the QRC algorithm to estimate the
e ective queue size:
Backward RM cell arrives at the switch:

QRC_BACK_RM()
Reqold = min(Timerm; k0 Timeold)  QRCold
Qreg = Qreg + Reqold
Exreg = Reqrm , Reqold
Reqrm = Reqold

QRCrm =CALCULATE_NEW_QRC()
QRCold = QRCrm
Timeold = Timerm

Forward RM cell arrives at the switch:
QRC_FORW_RM()
Qreg = Qreg , Reqrm
Reqrm = Reqrm + Exreg
Exreg = 0

Note that if the propagation delays for the backward RM cells vary or if some RM cells are lost, some
error will be introduced in our estimate of the e ective
queue size. In the rst case (time-varying propagation
delay), the error can be corrected by using an extra
eld in the next RM cell. This extra eld records the
error in the QRC request of the previous RM cell and
then corrects the e ective queue size at the a ected
nodes. Likewise, in the second case (RM cell loss), the
accumulated error can be corrected by periodic RM
cells that compare the total number of QRC requests
that each node has made and received. The discrepancies can be used to correctly update the e ective queue
sizes. The implementation details of this error recovery
scheme are beyond the scope of this paper.
3.4.2 Computing the new QRC rate. In order
to calculate the new QRC rate, we use a proportional
controller which takes the e ective queue size as its
input. The e ective queue size is the sum of the residual and real queue sizes (Qreg + Qreal ). We use the
e ective queue rather than the real queue to perform
our calculations because there is no delay between the
time a cell is requested and when it enters the e ective
queue. This eliminates the instability associated with
delays in feedback control loops. The gain of the controller is determined by the time interval supplied by
the backward RM cell. In pseudocode the function to
calculate the QRC rate is:
CALCULATE_NEW_QRC()
QRCtemp = (THRESH , Qreg , Qreal)  (k0 Timerm)
rate = QRCrm + RRCrm , AvailableRate
Return max[min(rate; QRCtemp); ,AvailableRate]
THRESH is the desired queue size. It should be set
to a small positive constant. Any queue size which
will not cause signi cant queuing delay is adequate. In
steady state, the queue of the slowest switch in the VC
path will be of this size. The choice for THRESH is not a
real design consideration since any small value (relative
to the total queue capacity) will do.
The parameter k0 is a constant gain factor. Its value
should be greater than 1 and less than approximately
10. The proportional controller will calculate the rate
so that 1=k0 of the queue error will disappear in one

feedback step. Trying to eliminate the entire queue error in one step can create oscillations due to measurement errors. Setting the goal for less than one tenth of
the error unnecessarily slows down the system. Simulations show that a value of about 5 gives smooth and
fast results. Again, the exact choice of k0 is not critical,
and any value within a wide range is good.
The rate command calculated by the controller
(QRCtemp) is limited so that the total rate command
(QRC+RRC commands) is not larger than the total
rate command downstream and so that the total rate
command is not negative.

3.5 Source behavior

When the source receives a backward RM cell at time
tarrive , it sets its data sending rate to be the sum of the
QRC and RRC commands (QRCrm + RRCrm ). If the
source cannot or does not want to comply with this
rate request, it can send data at any rate below the
speci ed rate.
The backward RM cell is then forwarded to the data
destination. The data elds in the RM cell are left
untouched. Even if the source sends less data than the
requested rate, the e ective queue size estimates will
be correctly updated, and the overall algorithm still
works.
The source will also set an expiration interrupt for
time tarrive +k0  Timerm . If the next RM cell arrives
before the expiration time, the rate values of the new
RM cell will become the current data sending rates. On
the other hand, if a new RM cell does not arrive by the
expiration time, the source stops sending data. When
a new RM cell arrives, the source restarts transmitting
data at the rate speci ed by the RM cell.

4 Analysis
In this section, we will analyze the behavior of the control algorithm. We rst look at the single node case
and see how the minimum time requirements are satised. Then we will show its stability and fairness in the
multi-node case. In this section, we still assume that
all the switches use a per-VC queuing discipline.

4.1 Single node case

In gure 1, we present a block diagram representation
of the feedback loop for the single node case. We use a
discrete-time dynamic system model. The time interval between events is the inter-arrival time between RM
cells at the switch (rm ). At time n, r[n] is the number of cells serviced, d[n] the error in measuring the
available rate, x[n] = THRESH the desire queue level,
and q[n] the real queue size. For convenience, we shall
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Figure 1: Single node block diagram.
express the RTD in terms of integral multiples of rm ,
which is assumed to be small compared with the RTD.
This model is similar to the continuous time model
presented in [6]. The main di erence is that the secondary delay (the lower of the two in the gure 1) used
in the QRC is not an arti cial delay as used in the
Smith Predictor but the real delay of the network. If
the real round-trip delay varies, the secondary delay in
the QRC will vary simultaneously. Conceptually, the
primary delay models the delay in carrying the real
data, whereas the secondary delay models the delay in
carrying the RM cells which describe the QRC trafc. We showed in [6] how the QRC algorithm can be
thought of as an observer of the RRC error. The command uq [n] is an observer estimate of the di erence
between the output and input rates at the queue, if
the RRC were to function by itself. With the new algorithm, the QRC uses the information contained in
RM cells to simulate the ow of the real data cells it
has requested, and thus being able to observe and correct the error of the basic RRC algorithm.
Using z-transform methods, we can calculate the
transfer functions from x[n], d[n], and r[n] to q[n]:
Q(z) =
Kz ,N0
Hx(z) = X(z)
(5)
(K + 1) , z ,1
(,1 + z ,N0 )
Hr (z) = Q(z)
=
R(z)
1 , z ,1
,N0 , z ,2N0 )
+ (1 +K(z
K , z ,1 )(1 , z ,1 ) (6)
Q(z) = z ,N0
Hd (z) = D(z)
1 , z ,1
,2N0
, (1 + K ,Kzz ,1 )(1 , z ,1 ) :(7)
N0 is the number of discrete steps in the round-trip
delay, and K is the gain of the proportional controller,
1=(k0Timerm ).

From the transfer functions, we can see that every
input-output relation is stable. A bounded error in the
switch rate measurement will only cause a bounded
error in the real queue size. A change in the service
rate will only a ect the queue size for some transient
time.
From equation (6), we can calculate how soon q[n]
will reach steady state after r[n] reaches steady-state.
This is what we referred to in section 2 as the settling
time or time to stabilize the queue. By using inverse
z-transforms, we can nd the impulse response hr [n]
between r[n] and q[n]:




hr [n] = ,u[n] + 2 , (1 + K),(n+1,N0 ) u[n , N0 ]




, 1 , (1 + K),(n+1,2N0 ) u[n , 2N0 ] ;

(8)

where u[n] is the step function. Since K =
1=(k0 Timerm ), as the interval between RM cells decreases (the feedback frequency increases), the gain K
increases and hr [n] approaches
zero for n > 2N0 or
P
2RTD. Furthermore, 1
h
[n]
n=0 r = 0. This leads us
to the following theorem:
Theorem 3 Suppose a single switch is connected to
a single source and the bi-channel rate control (BRC)
algorithm is used. At two round-trip delay time (RTD)
after the last change in the available rate of the VC,
its queue length at the switch can be made arbitrarily
close to the reference level by increasing the feedback
frequency. Moreover, given a xed feedback frequency,
the error between the queue length and the reference
level will converge to zero exponentially fast after 2
RTD following a change in the available rate.
Note that the value of hr (2RTD) decreases exponentially with the feedback frequency. Therefore, the
di erence between q[n] and THRESH at 2 RTD will also
decrement exponentially with frequency. A small increase in feedback frequency will result in a large decrease in the queue size error at 2 RTD. A feedback
period that is an order of magnitude smaller than the
RTD will be enough to ensure that the queue size at 2
RTD will be within a few percentages of the reference
level. Theorem 2 establishes that the minimum time
to stabilize a queue without knowledge of the roundtrip delay is 2 RTD. Therefore, the BRC algorithm approaches this limit exponentially fast as the feedback
frequency increases.
Theorem 4 Suppose a single switch is connected to
multiple sources, some of which may not be greedy and
have limited data rates, and the bi-channel rate control (BRC) algorithm is used. We let RTDmax be the

longest round-trip delay of all the VCs passing through
the switch and Ts be the time 3 RTDmax after the last
change in the total switch output rate. At time Ts , the
queue length of every VC bottlenecked at the switch
can be made arbitrarily close to the reference level by
increasing the feedback frequency. Moreover, given a
xed feedback frequency, the error between the queue
lengths and the reference level will converge to zero
exponentially fast after Ts .
Note that Theorem 4 still applies even if we are using
a low order approximation of the available rate.

4.2 Multiple node case

4.2.1 Transient response. The behavior of our

control algorithm is not very di erent in the multiple
node case from the single node case. The slowest or
most congested node of a VC path controls the dynamics of the VC ow. This node (the active node) imposes
its rate commands over the other nodes. The dynamics of the VC queue at the active node are similar to
those for the single node case. As in the single node
case, the multi-node algorithm will stabilize e ectively
the queue level of its active node. In steady-state, the
active node will have a queue size equal to THRESH. The
other nodes in that VC will have empty queues.
After the available rate of a particular switch in a
multi-node network achieves steady-state, it will take
2 RTD to stabilize the queue of the switch. We are assuming that the feedback frequency is suciently high.
During the rst RTD, the new RRC command is being
sent to the source and the switch is expecting this new
rate. At 1 RTD, the switch starts receiving data at the
correct RRC rate. Since the e ective queue is now stable, the switch stops requesting a QRC command and
the total command sent by the switch achieves steadystate. After another RTD, the arrival rate at the switch
reaches steady-state and the whole system is in steadystate. As pointed out in section 2, this is the minimum
time for a ow control algorithm without knowledge of
link delays to stabilize a VC.

4.2.2 Fairness. In steady-state, the source follows
the command of the slowest or active node of the VC
path. Therefore this node will have a queue size equal
to THRESH. The other nodes in that VC will have empty
queues. We can then make the following statement on
the algorithm's allocation of rates to the di erent VCs.

Theorem 5 The bi-channel rate control (BRC) algorithm provides a max-min fair allocation of bandwidth
among the di erent virtual channels.

5 Virtual Queuing

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the implementation of our ow control algorithm in network
switches that use per-VC queuing. The advantage of
this queuing discipline is that it decouples the dynamics of one VC from the other VCs. In per-VC queuing,
each VC sees the combined e ects of the dynamics of
the other VCs as simple variations in its service rate.
In this section, we show how to implement our ow
control algorithm in network switches that use FIFO
queuing. We accomplish this by using the technique
of virtual queuing [2, 11, 12], which emulates per-VC
queuing on a FIFO queue. Simply put, the idea involves keeping track of the queue length on a per-VC
basis as if per-VC queuing were actually being used.
The operation of per-VC queuing can be summarized in
i
the following pseudo-code. qvirtual
is the virtual queue
size for VC i, MAXVC is the total number of VCs passing
through the switch, and i is a local variable.
if a cell from VC j arrives at the switch,
qjvirtual = qjvirtual + 1
if a cell is serviced by the FIFO queue
do

f

i= i+1
if (i = MAXVC)
i=0
gwhile(qivirtual = 0)
qivirtual = qivirtual , 1

While the real data cells are stored in the FIFO
queue, the RRC and QRC algorithms pretend that the
cells are stored in the (virtual) per-VC queues. They
perform all their calculations as if the switch was still
using per-VC queuing. Therefore, the rates the QRC
and RRC algorithms request will still be the same as
in the per-VC queuing case. After the round-trip delay, the inputs to the FIFO queue will become these
rates. After the queuing delay, the output of the FIFO
queue will be on average (with averaging window of
size greater than the round-robin period) the same as
that of a per-VC queue. Therefore, as long as the rate
requests are based on a per-VC queue (real or virtual)
after a sucient time period (one round-trip delay and
one queuing delay), the behavior of the FIFO queue
will be on average (as de ned above) the same as that
of a per-VC queue.
Note that the virtual queue is not used as an estimation of the real queue, but as a tool to distribute
bandwidth fairly among the various VCs. The key idea
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Figure 2: Opnet simulation con guration.
is to request data from the source as if the switches used
per-VC queuing. Once the correct rates are sent from
the sources, the VC rates across the network will converge to the equivalent rates under per-VC queuing.
The simulation results presented in the next section
will show that the virtual queuing technique does behave very similarly to real per-VC queuing.

6 Simulation results

In this section we present some simulation results using
our ow control algorithm in a network with per-VC
queuing and in networks with FIFO queuing. Both
scenarios were simulated using the Opnet simulation
package.

6.1 Simulation scenario

The network con guration that we are simulating is
depicted in gure 2. Sources 0, 1, 2, and 3 are sending data to receivers 3, 0, 1, and 2 respectively. All
the sources have always data to send and will always
comply to the rate request. The propagation delays
between the switches is 10 msec, and that between the
switches and users is 0.5 usec. Switches 0, 1, 2, and 3
can transmit data at each of their ports at rates 7000,
8000, 9000, and 10,000 cells/sec respectively. The RM
cell frequency is set to (1/64) of the maximumdata rate
or 1562.5 Hz, and the QRC gain is set to 1=(5rm ) or
312.5 s,1 . The desired queue level THRESH is 50 cells
for each of the VC queues.
At initialization, none of the sources are sending any
data. The receivers are continuously sending RM cells
to the sources at the xed frequency. At time 0.05 sec,
source 0 starts sending data to receiver 3 on VC 3.
Because switch 0 is the slowest node, it becomes the
bottlenecked and active node. At time 0.15 sec, source
3 starts sending data to receiver 2 on VC 2. Because
switch 2 has to transmit cells belonging to VCs 2 and
3, it becomes the next active node. At time 0.3 sec,
source 2 starts sending data to receiver 1 on VC 1.
This causes switch 1 to become the next active node.

Finally, at time 0.4 sec, source 1 starts sending data to
receiver 0 on VC 0. Switch 0 becomes once again the
active node.

6.2 Switches with per-VC queuing

When the network has a per-VC queuing discipline, our
algorithm uses the per-VC queues to perform its RRC
and QRC calculations. Our new algorithm, without
using knowledge of the round-trip delay, can achieve
practically identical results to the algorithm simulated
in [6], which did use knowledge of the round-trip delay.
In gure 3, we can observe the RRC commands that
the switches compute for the sources. The data samples are recorded at the time when the RM cell with
the command arrives at the corresponding source. Initially, the RRC command for source 0 is 70,000 cell/sec,
which is the rate of the slowest link in the path. When
source 3 starts sending data, the RRC command for
both sources becomes 45,000 cells/sec, which is half the
rate of the node they share (switch 2). When source 2
starts transmission, the RRC commands for sources 0
and 2 become 40,000 cells/sec, since that is half the capacity of the node they share (switch 1). Since source
0 is only using 4/9 of switch 2's capacity, the RRC
command for source 2 is increased to 5/9 of switch 2's
capacity or 50,000 cells/sec. Finally, when source 1
starts sending data, the RRC command for sources 0
and 1 becomes 35,000 cell/sec (half of switch 0's capacity), and sources 2 and 3 increase their rates to 45,000
and 55,000 cells/sec respectively to utilize the unused
bandwidth in switches 1 and 2.
The RRC commands shown in gure 3 are max-min
fair to all the sources. However, we can also see that
it takes some time (delay between switch and source)
for a new RRC command computed at the switch to
be followed by the source. For example, at time 0.15
sec, switch 2 send a lower RRC command to source 0.
However, the command reaches source 0 at time 0.17
sec. Between times 0.15 and 0.19 sec, switch 2 is
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0

receiving from sources 0 and 2 more cells that it can
service. This error cannot be corrected by the RRC
controller since latency is an inherent characteristic of
the network. However, this error can be corrected at a
later time by the QRC controller.
In gure 4, we can observe the QRC commands that
arrive at each source. Initially, when each source starts
sending data, the initial QRC command is high in order
for the source to send an initial burst of cells that will
ll up the VC queue of the active node to the desired
size (50 cells in this case). After the initial burst, the
QRC source quickly settles down to close to zero.
At time 0.17 sec the QRC command for source 0
goes negative in order to slow source 1 down. This
is needed because source 3 has started sending data at
time 0.15 sec and switch 2 has become congested. Since
the QRC controller in switch 2 can observe the error
caused by the delay, it can request the exact QRC rate
needed to correct this error. Likewise, at time 0.31 sec,
the QRC command for Source 0 becomes negative to
reduce the congestion at switch 1 caused by the activation of source 1. Throughout the simulation, the small
QRC commands correct the small errors in the RRC
due to the errors in the estimation of the actual service
rate.
In gure 5, we can observe the queues for VC 3 (the
VC between source 0 and receiver 3) at each of the
switches. At time 0.05 sec, the queue of the active
node (switch 0) lls up to the desired queue size of
50 cells. Notice how the ramp is close to a rst order
exponential without any oscillations. At time 0.15 sec,
when source 3 starts sending data, switch 2 becomes
the active node and its queue starts increasing steadily
for 0.04 sec (round-trip delay). Notice how it takes 2
round-trip delays 2 RTD (0.08 sec) to stabilize this
queue back to the 50 cell level.
At time 0.3 sec, switch 1 becomes the active node,
and its queue increases for 0.2 sec (round-trip delay).
The QRC command forces the queue size to decrease
to the desired level. Again, it takes 2 RTD (0.04 sec)
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Figure 3: RRC rates at each
source.
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Figure 4: QRC rates at each
source.
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Figure 6: Actual FIFO queues at each switch.
to stabilize this queue. At time 0.4 sec, switch 0 becomes the active node again. Since the delay to source
0 is negligible, there is no overshoot. Note that when
a node ceases to be active, its queue empties out. At
every moment of time between 0.05 and 0.5 sec there
is at least one active node with a non-empty queue.

6.3 Switches with FIFO queuing

When the network uses a FIFO queuing discipline, our
new algorithm needs to make use of virtual queuing to
obtain information for the RRC and QRC controllers.
Surprisingly, the performance of the algorithm with virtual queuing is almost identical to its performance with
per-VC queuing. Figure 6 shows how the size of the
FIFO queue at each switch is very close to the sum of
the VC queues shown in the per-VC queuing case. For
more gures see the full version of this paper [7].

7 Concluding remarks
We have presented the design and analysis of a new
ecient congestion control algorithms for ABR service
in ATM based on a control theoretic approach. This
extends our earlier work [6], where we introduced a
methodology which separates the controller into two
simpli ed, decoupled, and complementary parts (RRC
and QRC). Furthermore, the QRC part (in the primal
structure) or the RRC part (in the dual structure) behaves as an error observer of the other.
The results in this paper improve our earlier work
in several ways. We rst separated the feedback of
the QRC and RRC control. This allowed us to implement the QRC observer in the network itself, without
having to use arti cial delays. We can think of the algorithm as using special information owing through
the network to observe and control the bulk data of
the network itself. The idea of virtual queuing is then
applied to implement our algorithm with FIFO queues.
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